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Abstract—The online sources of the web, since years, are an extraordinarily 
important base of information and knowledge. Indeed, the web is one of the 
best access point to any type of information. For the users who want to share 
their knowledge, the wiki system is a powerful tool.  

Nevertheless, any system has its limits. The investigation on the contribu-
tions performance of individual contributors is yet unexplored because it is part-
ly related to the design of wikis, which is considered for collaborative work. 
Consequently, this has made the assessment and evaluation of individual con-
tributions a hard task. 

In this research, we will attempt to emphasize the significance of distin-
guishing the relevant articles based on the opinions of contributors and their 
contributions. In this way, we will focus on the utilization of data mining using 
clusters analysis and k-means algorithm techniques. 

Keywords—web 2.0, Wiki, data mining, cluster Analysis, k-Means algorithm, 
discretization, WEKA. 

1 Introduction 

The Research on the credibility of online contributions is still unexplored due to 
the complexity of the architecture of wikis, which is designed for shared work.  

The web 2.0 is described by its adaptability and interactivity [2], particularly at the 
interfaces that enable users to cooperate and express their opinions [9] on the wiki 
such as rating, comments and social bookmarks. 

This wiki interface can be considered as part of a web 2.0 approach [10], if it uses 
in a privileged way the following modules: 

Bookmarking wiki module: Users save links to web pages they find interesting. 
Rating Wiki module: This is another practical method used to obtain relevant in-

formation according to the rating average obtained for each article. 
Comment Wiki Module: Comments give users the opportunity to start a debate in 

case of disagreement. 
In this context, we will try to extract the information from the contributors’ interac-

tions to evaluate the pertinence of the articles distributed online. To reach this pur-
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pose, we will use the techniques of clustering to form groups of articles in an automat-
ic way. 

2 Cluster analysis 

Clustering allows to make groups of data. We can create a specific number of 
groups depending on our needs [4]. One defining benefit of clustering is that every 
attribute in the data set will be used to analyze the data [3]. However, a major disad-
vantage of using clustering is that we are required to know ahead of time how many 
groups we want to create. It might take several steps of trial and error to determine the 
ideal number of groups to create. In our study we need eight groups of articles, it is 
classified in this way, see Table 1: 

Table 1.  Kind of group 

Kind of group Group number 
The articles are more relevant 
The subjects are more important 
A great debate 

Group 0 

The articles are less relevant 
The subjects are more important 
A great debate 

Group 1 

The articles are more relevant 
The subjects are less important 
A great debate 

Group 2 

The articles are more relevant 
The subjects are more important 
A small debate 

Group 3 

The articles are less relevant 
The subjects are less important 
A great debate 

Group 4 

The articles are less relevant 
The subjects are more important 
A small debate 

Group 5 

The articles are more relevant 
The subjects are less important 
A small debate 

Group 6 

The articles are less relevant 
The subjects are less important 
A small debate 

Group 7 

 
Basically, clustering can be the most useful data mining method we can use. It can 

take our entire set of data and turns it into groups, from which we can make some 
conclusions. The math behind the method is complex and this is the reason behind the 
use of WEKA software. 

3 Data Mining Framework 

The software WEKA (Waikato Environment for knowledge Analysis) is a free 
open source data-mining framework. It is available under the GNU General Public 
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License. The WEKA workspace is a collection of machine learning algorithms for 
data mining tasks, and contains algorithms for data analysis and a collection of visual-
ization tools. 

This software is written in the Java language and contains a GUI (Graphical User 
Interface) to interact with data files and produce visual results. It has a general API in 
such a way that we can set up WEKA, like any other library, in own applications as 
automated server-side data-mining tasks. There are two means to load data. In our 
work, we will focus on loading data by the User Interface Chooser WEKA [7]. 

4 Methodology 

In this study, we will focus on the application of data mining to get relevant articles 
based on the opinions of users and their contributions, using cluster analysis and dis-
cretization to get relevant results with an error equal to zero. 

4.1 Clustering Data Mining Method 

A cluster is a collection of objects, which are similar to each other, and different 
from the objects belonging to other clusters [6]. A major inconvenient of using clus-
tering is the need to know ahead of time how many groups we want to create. 

In our study, we need eight groups of articles. Clustering can quickly take the en-
tire set of data and turn it into groups, from which we can easily make some conclu-
sions. The math behind the method is complex that is why we have opted for the use 
of WEKA. 

We create a specific number of groups based on our needs. The selection of attrib-
utes has a very important role to play in improving the results of clustering, see Figure 
1. 

 
Fig. 1. Selection of attributes to improve the classification of a cluster 

4.2 Discretization in weka 

We can turn a numerical attribute into a categorical one by some sort of discretiza-
tion. So, the process of discretization is an essential task of the data preprocessing, 
because the data is transformed in a set of intervals [6]. This involves dividing the 
range of values into subranges called bins that are more relevant to make the compu-
tation process goes faster. 
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We have two methods to make this, based on our need [6]. 
The Equal-width binning algorithm (1) divides the range of values into K bins of 

the same size. The best way of determining K bins is by looking at the type of groups 
we want to have. The width of bin is: 

  (1) 

The Equal-frequency  algorithm divides the range of values into N groups where 
each group contains approximately the same number of values. 

We load the data of thirty rows, that we need to study, into WEKA by executing an 
SQL query. In our case, we select three attributes: “avg_rating”, “sum_bookmarking” 
and “sum_comment”. 

For example, we extract twelve values of the attribute “avg_rating”:[ 5 , 2 ,3,  3.2 , 
1 , 1.5 , 2 , 4 , 3.75 , 3.125 , 2 , 0] 

These values are splitted into two intervals in the code, without using any methods 
of the discretization, because the min value is always fixed on the number zero and 
the max value is fixed on the number five. We create two intervals as below: 

 
width = (5 – 0)/2 = 2.5 
bins: [- , 2.5], (2.5, +] . 
bin 1 : 2 , 1 , 1.5 , 2 , 2 , 0 
bin 2 : 5 , 3.2 , 4 ,3.75 , 3.125 ,3 
 
We use the Equal-frequency algorithm on the attributes: “sum_bookmarking” and 

“sum_ comment”.  
We extract as an example twelve values of the attribute “sum_ comment”: 
Sum_comment: [0, 2, 7, 10, 14, 15, 17, 20, 22, 35, 67, 54] 
We calculate a value halfway between the values on either side of the boundary, 

for example :( 17 + 15)/2 = 16  
 
bins: [-,16], (16, +] 
bin 1 : 0, 2, 7, 10, 14, 15 
bin 2 : 17, 20, 22, 35, 54, 67 
 
These results present the more and less commented articles. 
We obtain these results of dividing our data set of thirty rows into scales: 
 
[Avg_rating_interval1]  = A1 = [- , 2.5]  
[Avg_rating_interval2]  = A2 = (2.5, +] 
[Sum_bookmarking_interval1] = B1 = [- , 55] 
[Sum_bookmarking_interval2] = B2 = (55, +] 
[Sum_comment_interval1] = C1 = [- , 53] 
[Sum_comment_interval2] = C2 = (53, +] 
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4.3 Simple k-means algorithm in WEKA 

The k-means algorithm is used specifically in unsupervised learning to partition in-
stances into k groups, often called clusters. k must be defined previously as stated in 
[4]. 

The function used to measure the distance between instances is called Euclidean 
distance. 

The Euclidean distance (2) measure the distance from an instance X to the average 
point centroid Y, where n is the number of attributes [5]. The Euclidean distance for 
multi-dimensional points is: 

  (2) 

 
If there are nominal attributes the distance (3) is:  

  (3) 

The algorithm starts with defining the initial cluster. Thereafter, the distance is cal-
culated from each instance to cluster centroid by the Euclidean distance. For example, 
we have an instance A, if this instance is nearer to the cluster X than other clusters, 
then, we rank the instance A in cluster X in step 1. 

We continue our treatment with other instances but we cannot be sure that each in-
stance has been assigned to the appropriate cluster. So, we compare each instance’s 
distance to its own cluster centroid and to that of the opposite cluster. If the instance’s 
distance is nearer to the centroid of the opposite cluster, it will be relocated to it. 

The iterative relocation would now continue from this new partition until no more 
relocation occurs. The iteration stops by choosing the latest partitioning as the final 
cluster solution. 

The attribute data of an instance is scaled to fit into a specific range. So, the Eu-
clidean distance is not dominated by any attribute as stated in [5]. 

K-Means algorithm handles a numerical and categorical attributes and normalizes 
numerical attributes when computing distance as stated in [1].  

The Min-Max Normalization (4) transforms a value A to B, which fits in the range 
[C, D]. It is given by the formula below: 

  (4) 

In the range (0, 1) we get this formula (5): 

  (5) 
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We click on the Cluster tab to create clusters. We click Choose and select Simple 
K-Means algorithm from the choices that appear. We are interested in the Num Clus-
ters field, which tells how many clusters we want to create. Let us change the default 
value to number eight.  

At this point, we are ready to run the clustering algorithm and WEKA calculates 
thirty rows of data with eight data clusters [8]. 

5 Results 

In the next part we have the results obtained in our study; the first result is about to 
deduce the quality of the content wiki. 

5.1 Wiki reliability 

The data is typically broken up into the testing data that contains thirty instances. 
In the end, we get these results with eight cluster; the output tells us how each in-

stance comes together in a cluster. We have eight clusters, in each cluster we have a 
number of instances, see Figure 2. 

The error is the distance for each point to the nearest cluster, to get SSE we square 
the distance between each member of the cluster and its centroid and sum them. We 
notice that the sum of squared errors is 0, because we transform continuous to nomi-
nal value. So, for nominal attributes, the distance is 0 if both instances in question 
have the same value and 1 if they are different. 

 
Fig. 2. Results of clustering of the data with 8 clusters in WEKA 

In our study, we extract from the results the values of instances that are classified 
according to the kind of group. we have eight groups of articles, it is classified in this 
way, see Table 2. 
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Table 2.  Kind of group of each cluster number 

Kind of groups Instance Number of 
Instances 

Interval Cluster 
number 

The articles are more relevant 
The subjects are more important 
A great debate 

7,13, 20, 
23,25 

5 '(2.5-inf)' 
'(55-inf)' 
'(53-inf)' 

3 

The articles are less relevant 
The subjects are more important 
A great debate 

1,8,9,15, 16 , 
18 , 19 

7 '(-inf-2.5]' 
'(55-inf)' 
'(53-inf)' 

1 

The articles are more relevant 
The subjects are less important 
A great debate 

3,11,17,26, 
28 

5 '(2.5-inf)' 
'(-inf-55]' 
'(53-inf)' 

2 

The articles are more relevant 
The subjects are more important 
A small debate 

4,5,6, 10, 29 5 '(2.5-inf)' 
'(55-inf)' 
'(-inf-53]' 

0 

The articles are less relevant 
The subjects are less important 
A great debate 

24 1 '(-inf-2.5]' 
'(-inf-55]' 
'(53-inf)' 

7 

The articles are less relevant 
The subjects are more important 
A small debate 

14 , 22 , 27 3 '(-inf-2.5]' 
'(55-inf)' 
'(-inf-53]' 

4 

The articles are more relevant 
The subjects are less important 
A small debate 

2,30 2 '(2.5-inf)' 
'(-inf-55]' 
'(-inf-53]' 

5 

The articles are less relevant 
The subjects are less important 
A small debate 

12 , 21 2 '(-inf-2.5]' 
'(-inf-55]' 
'(-inf-53]' 

6 

6 Conclusion 

The idea of this study is to use the data provided by the collaborators to create an 
intelligent wiki platform. This wiki application is considered as belonging to web 2.0 
approach, because it is based on the collaborative sociological aspect between collab-
orators. 

We developed three modules in our application: 

• Social bookmark: It shows how a site is perceived and help users to store their 
favorite links. Namely, in a wiki site, users save wiki articles they find useful and 
important. 

• Rating: It is an explicit way of getting feedback on how the user like this article, 
his advantage is the information provided is quantifiable, and can be exploited. 

• Comment: The users express their opinions through comments left after reading a 
wiki article, especially, in case of disagreements.  

The study utilizes data mining to discover kind of wiki articles, moreover this 
technique demonstrates more varied and significant findings, and may lead to show 
the quality of the content wiki. 

Cluster analysis is used as data mining technique. Indeed, the selection of attributes 
has a very important role to improve the result of clustering. 

K-means analysis process is carried out and explained in detail and consists of cre-
ating a specific number of groups, depending on our needs. K-Means algorithm han-
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dles a numerical and categorical attributes and normalizes numerical attributes when 
computing distance. The function used to measure the distance between instances, is 
the Euclidean distance measure. 

The experimentation shows the advantages of using discretization techniques to get 
results with the value of the error is zero, because it turn a numerical attribute into a 
nominal/categorical one, by using some sort of discretization. 
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